
tive procedure to accurately measure physiological pro
cesses in vivo.

Since 1990, an increased number of commercial scanners
with retractable septa have been installed in PET centers
worldwide. Compared with the 2-dimensional approach,
3-dimensional PET data acquisition offers the advantage
of a 5- to 7-fold increased sensitivity (1). This may be
particularly beneficial when there is a need to limit the
injected dose, as in scanning children and in â€˜5O-water
activation studies, to reduce the imaging time, or to
improve image statistics as in low-counting-rate ligand
studies. To a large extent, these procedures are qualitative,
but work is still continuing on quantitative studies.

Once the septa are removed, the effects of scatter, random,
and dead time can no longer be ignored, if quantitative
measurements are required. Thus, if 3-dimensional PET
must be considered as quantitative as 2-dimensional PET,
accurate corrections for attenuation and scatter are needed.
Using a variety of scatter approaches, several authors have
reported that 3-dimensional PET with scatter and attenuation
correction is as accurate as 2-dimensional PET in phantom
studies (2â€”3)and neuroimaging (4â€”5),although only prelimi
nary results have been published for abdominal (6) and
cardiac (7) PET studies. However, despite the increasing
number of PET scanners capable of performing 3-dimen
sional imaging of the torso, many of the issues involved in
the daily clinical practice have not yet been studied. One
purpose of this study is to investigate the feasibility of
3-dimensional nonkinetic quantitative analysis in patients
with nodular lung lesions.

Thoracic tumors represent a particular challenge for
oncologists, because these tumors are not always readily
accessible for tissue diagnosis without invasive procedures.
PET imaging with FDG has been shown to be useful in the
clinical management of lung cancer patients at various
stages of the disease, including differential diagnosis of
solitary nodules, initial preoperative staging of the nodal
extent of nonâ€”smallcell lung cancer, detection of unsus
pected metastases, and differentiation or demonstration of
suspected recurrence (8â€”18).Table 1 summarizes the main
reported studies including details of the acquisition proto
cols and analysis techniques.

The majority of the studies just mentioned, as well as
most FDG PET tumor studies in which a differential

The feasibilityof 3-dimensionalacquisitionmodefor semiquanti
tative analysis in thoracic PET studies was compared to the
conventional 2-dimensional mode. Several practical consider
ationswere analyzedto proposean optimizedscanningprotocol
for clinicaluse.Methods: Twenty-onepatientswithfocal thoracic
abnormalities were evaluated with FDG PET. The acquisition
consistedof 3 consecutivestatic scansfor a single bed position:
3-dimensional (10 mm), 2-dimensional (15 mm), and 3-dimen
sional (5 mm).On the basisof the averageand maximumactivity
values per region of interest, standardizeduptake value (SUV)
normalizedfortotalbodyweight(TBW),leanbodymass(LBM),
body surface area (BSA), and blood glucose level (PGL) were
evaluated.The effect of the delay betweentracer injection and
PETscanningontheSUV,as wellas onthe relativeerrorofthe
activity distribution, was studied from 40â€”134 mm after tracer
injection. Results: A strong positive correlation was observed
amongSUVsfrom 2-dimensionaland both 3-dimensionalacqui
sitions. The mean SUV percentage differences between both
acquisition modes were about 17%, differences that were not
statisticallysignificantwhen time postinjectionwas addressedin
the analysisofcovanance. SUVsprovidedthe greatestvariability
and differencesamongstudieson experimentalperiodsup to 70
mmpostinjection.Indeed,the variabilityof 20% observedon the
SUVsfrom2 PETscans13 mmapartwasreducedto 9% when
the acquisitionsstarted at least 70 mm after tracer injection. In
addition, a two-fold reduction in the relative error of the activity
distributionwas observedover this periodoftime. The reproduc
ibilitycoefficientwas increasedfrom0.87to 0.95beforeandafter
70 mm postinjection, respectively. No correlation was found
between different normalization procedures of SUV and LBM,
BSA, TBW, or height,whereasa weak correlationwas found
between SUV and PGL. Conclusion: 18F-FDG3-dimensional
PET is a realisticalternativeto the gold standard2-dimensional
for clinical nonkinetic studies. A short, 5-mm 3-dimensional
acquisition at 70 mm postinjection is proposed as the best
protocolfor the clinicalevaluationofthoracic pathologies.

KeyWords:three-dimensionalPET;lungcancer;FDG;SUV
J NucIMed2000;41:439â€”448

he ability to directly measure and correct the attenuation
of annihilation photons makes PET an inherently quantita
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diagnosis was sought, have been based on nonkinetic
evaluation of tumor FDG uptake compared with injected
dose per body weight (19â€”20).Such semiquantitative analy
sis, commonly referred to as standardized uptake value
(SUV) or differentialuptake rate (DUR), has been widely
used as a compromise between the cumbersome kinetic
method and simple visual assessment (21â€”23).However,
SUV is dependent on many individual patient characteris
tics, including blood glucose level (POL), total body weight
(TBW), lean body mass (LBM), and body surface area
(BSA). In an attempt to further classify this dependency,
other studies have been reported (24â€”28).In addition, some
other intrinsic and methodological considerations must be
controlled, such as the effect of tissue heterogeneity, region
size, partial volume effect, and the time elapsed between
tracer injection and PET scanning (uptake period).

In an effort to establish an optimized scanning protocol
and assess the impact of 3-dimensional acquisition mode in
thoracic studies, our aims were to determine whether the
3-dimensional mode was a valid alternative to the conven
tional 2-dimensional nonkinetic analysis in patient studies
and to compare the quantitative accuracy of different
normalization procedures for the uptake values obtained in
both acquisition modes.

MATERIALSAND METHODS

Patients
Twenty-one patients (17 men, 4 women) were referredto our

institution for evaluation by FDG PET imaging. The patients were
divided into 3 groups: 10 patients with undetermined lung masses,
6 withsuspectedrecurrenceof previouslyproventreatedlung
carcinoma, and 5 with proven nonlung malignancy and a chest

mass suggesting metastasic disease. A summary of the patients'
characteristics is given in Table 2.

Histopathological data were obtained by mediastinoscopy and
biopsy. At the time of the PET studies, none of the patients had
undergone radiotherapyor chemotherapy.Patients fasted for at
least4 h beforePET imaging.Serumglucoselevel wasmeasured
with blood glucose reagent strips and photometric measurement.
Mean glucose levels were 93.05 Â±11.99 (range, 72â€”118).None of
the patients were known to have diabetes. All patients were
enrolled in the study after they were properly informed and gave
consent to participate. The Ethics Committee of the Navarra
University Hospital, Pamplona, Spain, approved the experimental
protocols.

PETImaging
Subjects were studied using both 2-dimensional and 3-dimen

sional data acquisition with a whole-body scanner ECAT EXACT
HR@(Siemens/C'TI, Knoxville, TN) with a maximum field of view
(FOV) of 15.5 cm in axial direction, allowing the imaging of 63
transaxial slices simultaneously. The scanner is equipped with
retractable tungsten septa, allowing operation in both 2-dimen
sional and 3-dimensional modes. The lower and upper energy
discriminator levels were 350 and 650 keV, respectively. Technical
specifications for this scanner and its performance may be found
elsewhere (29).

Seven-minute transmission scans (yielding approximately50
million countsperbed position) were acquiredbefore the adminis
tration of FDG and used for attenuationcorrection of emission
data.

The protocolwas startedafterintravenousinjectionof43l Â±91
MBq (range, 343â€”679MBq) FDG, properly centering the sus
pected pulmonary lesions on the middle of the FOV. Acquisition
consisted of 3 consecutive static scans for a single bed position
accordingto thefollowingprotocol:10-ruin3-dimensionalscan(study1),
15-mm 2-dimensional scan (study2),and 5-mm 3-dimensional scan

TABLEI
Acquisition Protocols of FDG PET Studies in Lung Cancer

FDGPETinsolitarypulmonarynodulesKubota
etal.1990PT 931/04/2D9 frames/5mm30â€”40mmTMRGupta

etal.1 992ECAT/2DNot reported60mmSURPatz
et al.1993GE 4096Plus/2DI static20mm30mmSURLowe
etal.1 994GE 4096Plus/2DI static20 mm30mmSURHObner

et al.1996ECAT
931-08-12/2DDynamicI static15 mm0â€”50

mm
50 mmPatlackSUVStaging

of lungcancerRegÃ©
etal.1993PT 931/08/2DNot reported30mmVisualWahl
etal.1 994ECAT 931/2DDynamic

1static10mm0â€”60
mm

60 mmVisualSUVleanDuhaylongsod
et al.1 995GE 4096Plus/2D20 mm30â€”60mmSURBury

et al.1996Penn PET/3D10 beds/4â€”8mmbedNotreportedVisualSteinert
et al.1997GE 4096 Plus/2D6 beds/6mmbed40mmVisualHigashi
et al.1997Headtom IV/2D10â€”20 mm40 mmTMR

20 = 2-dimensional;3D = 3-dimensional;TMR = tumorâ€”muscleratio;DUR= differentialuptakeratio;SUV = standarduptakevalue;
SUViean= SUV correctedbyleanbodymass;SUR = standarduptakeratio;Patlack= Palackgraphicalanalysis.

PT 931/04is manufacturedby CTI, Knoxville,TN; ECAT,by Siemens/CTI,Knoxville,TN; GE 4096 Plus,by GeneralElectricMedical
Systems,Milwaukee,WI;PennPET,byUGMMedicalSystems,Philadelphia,PA;andHeadtomIV,byShimazu,Kyoto,Japan.
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AgeDosePGLWeightLBMBSAPatient
no. (y) Sex Histopathology (MBq)(mg/100 ml)(kg)(kg)(ma)

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

71MSmall cellca4718560MSquamouscell47211050FDuctal

en3569364MMixedca4178974MAdenoca3449077MAdenoca34710163MAdenoca4428172MUndifferentiated3959042MAdenoca4418852FAdenoca3888044MSquamouscell66210854MSquamous

cell4559252MAdeno
en(colon)67911875MSquamouscell39110751MNonâ€”small

cellca4058256FAdenoca3489564MAdenoca3849552MAdenoca3997223FAdenoca3438769MSquamous

cell4988151MSquamous
cell423110

84 68 1.96
75 66 1.86
55 44 1.49
81 63 1.89
73 64 1.81
73 59 1.78
83 69 1.96
77 55 1.80
80 75 1.97
76 56 1.82
107 81 2.29
69 61 1.75
92 78 2.12
72 61 1.78
75 66 1.86
81 45 1.77
78 63 1.87
76 78 1.95
52 48 1.49
79 66 1.90
77 63 1.85

PGL= plasmaglucoselevelsattimeofinjection;Smallcellca= smallcellcarcinoma;Squamouscell= squamouscellcarcinoma;Ductal
ca= ductalcarcinoma;Mixedca= mixedcarcinoma;Adenoca= adenocarcinoma.

(study3).Acquisitions were started 59.81 Â±16.36 (range, 40â€”105),
73.71 Â±15.84 (range, 51â€”115), and 92.05 Â±16.33 (range, 70â€”134)
mm after FDG injection. About 3.2 X l0@,3.7 X 10@,and 1.2 X l0@
totalcountsfor the entiredatasetswere collected, respectively.

Data Processing
Emission scans were reconstructed by two- and three-dimen

sional filtered backprojection algorithms using a Hanning filter
with a cutoff frequency of 0.4, resulting in a transverse spatial
resolutionof 7.3 X 7.5 mm full width at half maximum2-dimen
sional (7.7 X 7.7 3-dimensional). Sinograms were correctedfor
dead time losses, random events, arc correction, attenuation,
activitydecay,andscannernormalization.

Two regions of interest (ROIs) consisting of 3 X 4 and 1 pixel,
were placedcarefullyon theplaneof highestactivityconcentration
for each tumor lesion. A semiautomated algorithm that searches the
most intense mean count per pixel was used to place the ROI.

The mean Â±SD ofthe SUVs was obtained for the 3 acquisitions
modes on the 2 regions, and the possibility of replacing conven
tional 2-dimensional with 3-dimensional acquisition mode was
evaluatedby a statisticalcorrelationofboth acquisitions.

The intrasubjectvariabilityof SUVs dependingon the acquisi
tion mode was quantifiedby the mean percentagedifferencewith
the following formula:

@Â±IXik@;I

ni=1 5@

wherej andk arethe 2 acquisitionscompared,n is thetotalnumber
offoci studied, Xj@(Xv)@ the SUV ofthe i focus in the k(j) study,
andX1is the meanSUV of the X@and@ (i.e., [Xj@+ X11]/2).The

mean and SD were evaluated for all foci. To evaluate the
significance of the difference between studies taking into account
the distortionintroducedby the time between tracerinjection and
PET scanning,analysis of variancewith time as covariant
(ANCOVA)was calculated.Linearregressionwas performedto
assess the dependency of SUVs on time after injection. The
requirement of normal distribution with same variance for the
linearregressionanalysiswas achievedby the logarithmictransfor
mation(30). The reproducibilityof SUVs over time was performed
by the calculation of the reliability coefficient, because the results
of two-dimensional and three-dimensional data from the same
subject were considered here as repeated measurements. The
reliability coefficient measures intraclass correlation, i.e., the
correlation between 2 measurements observed in the same mdi
vidual at different times (31,32). A 1-way ANOVA using foci as
independent variables was calculated for determination of the
intraclass correlation coefficient. The correlation coefficient
was obtained from the F statistics of the ANOVA as follows: r
(F â€”1)I(F + n â€”1), where n is the number of measurements for
each subject. The relative error of SUV[avg],calculated as 100 times
thespatialcoefficientof variationof framecountsover the 12-pixel
ROl (100 x SD/mean on SUV[avg]),was studied to estimate
combinedeffect of tumor's intrinsicheterogeneityand ROl count
statistics.

FDG uptake values in each focus was normalized to the injected

dose and the patient's TBW,LBM@BSA, and PGL, all of which were
calculatedusing previouslypublishedformulas (25,28@.Linear regres
sion analysis was performed for statistical correlation of the
differentnormalizeduptakevalues and the parametersreferredto
previously. Because SUVBSAhas units of m2 and the rest of the
normalization renders dimensionless parameters, a normaliza
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FIGURE1. Transaxialimagesof patientwithleft lobeprimaryadenocarcinoma(patient5). Threescanswereobtained
consecutivelyat 48 (A), 58 (B),and 76 (C) mmpostinjectionand attenuationcorrected.A 3 x 4 pixel AOl is shown.

tion with SUV (the most commonly performed) was achieved by
dividing each of SUVBSAvalues by the mean SUVBSAand
multiplying by the mean SUV (25).

RESULTS

A totalnumberof 53 foci werefoundin 21 patients.Figure1
shows a representative example of sequential thoracic FDG
PETscans andselected ROIsobtainedin patient5.

The SUVs of the foci distribution obtained from averaged
activity within each ROl (SUV1avgi)and maximum activity
(SUVimaxi), from study1 (10 mm, 3-dimensional scan),

study2 (15 mm, 2-dimensional scan), and study3 (5 mm,
3-dimensional scam) are shown in Figure 2. A strong
correlation among data from 2-dimensional and those de
rived from the 2 3-dimensional acquisitions was obtained
from the 2 ROl sets (Fig. 3).

ANCOVAwith foci andacquisitionmode (study1,study2,

FIGURE2. Distributionof standardup
take values, both for average and maxi
mum regionvalue,on study1,study2,and
study3. Mean Â±SD is shown for each
dataset.

and study3) as a main effect and time as covariant was
calculated. Results of this analysis showed no significant
difference in the two-dimensional and three-dimensional
comparison between the S15@â€•[avg]values, although a border
line nonsignificant difference was found when the SUV1@1
values were used (P = 0.293 and P = 0.057, respectively).
In addition, @-@â€˜@[avg)values showed higher reproducibility
than SUVimaxivalues, as indicated by their reliability coeffi
cients (0.90 and 0.85, respectively).

In Table 3, linear regression analysis between SUVs and
the acquisition start time are shown for the 3 studies. Results
showed that values from study3 (time postinjection between
70 and 134 mm) produced a less steep slope, lower r values,
and higher P values that those from study1 or study2 (in
which the time postinjection ranged from 40â€”105mm and
51â€”115mm, respectively), indicating that SUVs were less
dependent on time as the time postinjection increased.

25

0
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0
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Furthermore, SUVs from study3 were not statistically cone
lated with time, whereas SUVs from study1 and study2
showed a significant positive correlation.

The intrasubject variability was higher for SUVEmas]
compared with SUV[avg] as indicated by the mean Â±SD
percentage differences of 17% Â±13%, 19% Â±15%, and
26% Â±21% for SUV[maxl2.l, SUV[masp.2, and SUV[maxp.1
and 16% Â± 12%, 17% Â± 13%, and 24% Â± 18% for
SUV[avg]2.l@ SUV[avg]3.2, and SUV[avg]@1 . Figure 4A shows, as

an example, the variability between study1 and study3.

TABLE3
Interdependenceof Log(SUV)ValuesonTime

Postinjection(Minutes)

Patients (foci) are ordered ascending with time from the
acquisition start time of the first PET study.

Data were divided into 2 independent groups, because the
percentage difference of SUV between studies showed a
great variability in the experimental periods up to 70 mm
postinjection (focus 35, Fig. 4A), and from this time point on
a sharp reduction with lower variability was observed in the
percentage difference between studies. In the first dataset,
every pair of studies in which the first PET acquisition was
started earlier than 70 mm after the tracer injection was
included, resulting in a mean percentage difference of
25% Â±17% for the SUV[avg].This intrasubject variability
was reduced to 13% Â±10% when the second dataset was
analyzed (in which the first PET study started later than 70
mm after FDG injection) (Table 4). Furthermore, since the 3
PET studies were acquired consecutively, differences be
tween studies led to differences in time. If the first PET study
is started earlier than 70 mm postinjection, a delay of 13 Â±2
(32 Â±3) mm in the acquisition start time, i.e., difference in
time between study1 and study2 (study1 and study3), will
represent a mean percentage difference of 20% (3 1%) on
SUVs, whereas when the first study is performed later than
70 mm postinjection, those differences were reduced to 9%
(10%). The reproducibility between the studies was also
calculated, and an increase in the reliability coefficient from
0.87â€”0.95was found when the first acquisition started more
than 70 mm after tracer injection.

In line with the analysis performed on the SUVs, the
differences between the relative errors were plotted against

0.42 0.001*
0.32 0.018*
0.22 0.11NS

0.38 0.005*
0.26 0.055t
0.20 0.14NS

Log axstuc@yi= 0.57+ 0.0043t1
LogSUV1@1 @2 0.65 + 0.0030t2
LogSUV1maxjstudy3= 0.77 + 0.0020t@

Log@ = 0.50 + 0.0042t1
LogSUV1av91study2= 0.60+ 0.0027t2
Log SUV1av91study3= 0.68 + 0.0021t.@

*P< 0.05.
tO.05 < P< 0.1.
ti = acquisition starttime for allfoci in study1 (range, 40â€”105mm);

t2 = acquisitionstarttimefor all foci in study2(range,51â€”115mm);
t3 = acquisition start time for all foci in study3 (range, 70â€”134 mm);
NS = nostatisticalsignificance.
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FIGURE4. Intrasubjectvariabilitybe
tween study1and study3for SUV@avgjvalues
(A)anddifferenceof relativeerrorsof FDG
distributionwithinAOl (B). Fociare ordered
ascendingwithtime fromacquisitionstart
timeoffirst PETstudy (study1).Verticalline,
correspondingtofoci35, separatesdatafor
comparison in 2 groups: on left, first PET
studystartedearlierthan70 mmpostinjec
tion. Because 3 studies are consecutive in
time, differencebetweenstudy1and study3
representsdelay in acquisitionstart time of
31 Â±3mm.

the foci number ascending with time from the acquisition
start time of the first PET study compared (Fig. 4B). The
intrasubject variability observed on the activity distribution
within each ROI was then analyzed by calculating the
differences among the relative error of SUV[avg]from the 3
studies (i.e., (l/53)(l/3) @Ire11â€”re12@ +@ re@1â€”re13@ +

@ re12â€”re13@,where re is the relative error, i goes from 1â€”53;
and 1, 2, and 3 are from PET study index). A 5% mean
difference was found for the entire dataset, whereas a
reduction by half, i.e., from 6.1% to 3.6% was observed
when differences on relative errors were compared over the
intervals 40â€”70and 70â€”105mm postinjection. In addition, a
significant inverse relationship between the uptake values
(SUV[avg]) and their relative error was observed for the 3

studies (study1: r = â€”0.53;study2: r = â€”0.56,and study3:
r â€”0.63, with P < 0.001), yielding a stronger negative

correlation with data from study3.

TABLE4
Mean PercentageDifference,SD, and ReliabilityCoefficient

ofthe SUVS@avgjfrom3 Studies

The mean Â±SD ofdifferent SUV normalizations, both for
SUV[mas] and SUV1avg1,are shown in Table 5. No dependency
was found for SUV and its different normalizations, with
TBW, LBM, BSA, or PGL. On the basis of the fact that
normalization methods might be more helpful in patients
who are significantly under-or overweight, the normaliza
tion was tested in a subset of such patients, yielding 9 foci
for the study (3,11,13,19). In this group, only a negative
correlation was found between PGL and SUV (r = â€”0.52,
P = 0.038), SUVLBM(r â€”0.53,P 0.033), and SUVBSA

TABLE5
DifferentNormalizedSUV of FDG Uptakein LungFoci
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(r â€”0.54, P 0.031). On the other hand, when

normalization of these values to PGL was applied, no
significant correlation was observed for SUVPGL,SUVPOL@LBM,
and SUVPGLBSA.

DISCUSSION

Despite the multiple advantages of 3-dimensional over
2-dimensional PET and its wide use for brain imaging, the
number of centers actively engaged in performing 3-dimen
sional PET body studies is still comparatively limited. Some
of the problems involved in its use in clinical practice have
been addressed elsewhere (33).

The large scatter component present in 3-dimensional
PET quantitative analysis makes both attenuation and scatter
correction essential. The generally accepted 2-dimensional
PET measurements are usually accurate to within 5% of the
true value. Towsend et al. (5) have shown that 3-dimensional
PET with scatter and attenuation correction is as accurate as
2-dimensional PET with reported agreement to within better
than 5%, whereas Dhawan et al. (4) reported maximum
differences of 14.7% in the measurement ofregional glucose
metabolism.

In addition, the issues involved in practical 3-dimensional
PET imaging of the torso have not been studied in so much
detail as in brain imaging. Badawi et al. (2) investigated
under which conditions the 3-dimensional mode offers an
improvement over the 2-dimensional mode for different
torso phantoms and found that the scatter may rise to well
above 50% of total signal when scanning the phantom of an
obese adult's chest. These factors, as well as the movement
of the thoracic cavity and the presence of the heart, prompt
us to query the accuracy of 3-dimensional quantitative
analysis of the torso.

3-DimensionalVersus2-DimensionalSemiquantltative
Analysis

We have evaluated the nonkinetic analysis in a group of
21 patients with nodular lung lesions using the time after
injection and the scan time as parameters. Our results
showed a strong correlation between SUVs obtained from
the 2-dimensional mode (study2: conventional 15-mn scan)
and both 3-dimensional acquisitions (study1: 10-mn scan,
study3: 5-mn scan) (Fig. 3). The mean percentage differ
ences between both acquisition modes, i.e., between study1
and study2 and study2 and study3, were about 17%. These
differences could be explained by considering the time that
elapses between dose injection and PET scanning. It has
been shown that SUV will differ, depending on the time
when emission data are acquired (28). In this study, there
was a mean difference in the acquisition start time of 13 Â±2
mm (study1 and study2) and 18 Â±2 mm (study3 and study2).
If all studies had been performed at exactly the same time
after injection, the mean percentage difference should prob
ably have been reduced. Nevertheless, when this factor is
considered and addressed as a covariant in ANOVA, no
statistically significant difference between uptake values

from both 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional acquisition
mode was found.

The most important consequence of these results is that
2-dimensional and 3-dimensional PET are equally suitable
for clinical nonkinetic analysis, and that 3-dimensional
semiquantitative PET is a realistic alternative to the conven
tional 2-dimensional acquisition mode. Such an alternative
would lead to a decrease in the scanning time from 10â€”20
(2-dimensional, Table 1) to 5 mm (3-dimensional), achiev
ing similar results and reducing exploration time and patient
discomfort.

Because 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional acquisition
modes are interchangeable, our experimental three-step
protocol may be considered a dynamic acquisition with 3
frames of 10, 15, and 5 mm, respectively. Hence, our aim
was to determine which frame could be used to optimize the
scanning parameters and improve the employment of the
SUV on the routine clinical application.

To date, the SUV is the most commonly used index to
determine the malignancy/benignancy of lesions in clinical
routine (19,20). Nonetheless many sources of variability
must be controlled to avoid oversimplifying the inherently
complicated metabolic processes (34).

Time Postinjection

The commonly adopted SUV formalism is confined to the
measurement of radioactivity concentration at a fixed time
point, leading to criticism of what would be the most
appropriate time for assessment of tumor metabolism. As
can be observed in Table 1, the main reported lung studies
have performed the semiquantitative analysis at very differ
ent postinjection time points. Hamberg et al. (35) have
shown that the FDG uptake in lung carcinoma does not
plateau for several hours. Lowe et al. (36) proposed an
optimum protocol for imaging pulmonary abnormalities at
approximately 50 mm after injection, and Keyes et al. (34)
observed that SUV in lung tumor increases as much as 40%
between 30 and 60 mm postinjection. Our results support
those findings, showing that when 2 PET scans are per
formed on the same patient and the first is done earlier than
70 mm after FDG injection, SUVs derived from both
acquisitions show a great variability. This estimation is
obtained by extracting from the 3 PET studies the mean
percentage difference. Hence, a delay in the acquisition start
time of 13 mm implies a difference of 20% in SUVs; that is
increased to 31% when the second study is started 32 mm
later in time. These SUV differences are considerably
reduced and become quite stable (i.e., difference of 9% and
10%, respectively) by increasing the delay between the
administration of FDG and the start of the PET acquisition
up to at least 70 mm. In addition, when the dependency of
SUV values from each study on the corresponding acquisi
tion start time was calculated, no correlation between data
derived from study3 and the acquisition start time (ranging
from 70â€”134 mm after injection) was observed, whereas a
positive correlation for study1 and study2 with time postinjec
tion was found. In this case, the delay between tracer
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administration and PET scanning ranged from 40â€”105and
5 1â€”115 mm, respectively.

Thus, when there is a need to compare the SUV values
obtained from different patients, or those obtained from the
same patient, as in the studies where the effect of treatment is
analyzed, it is recommended that the acquisition of the
emission data begin more than 70 mm after injection. This
would minimize error resulting from great variability at
early stages, thus improving the use of the SUV.

RelativeErrorof SUV@avgj
The relative error of SUV[avg]was calculated to estimate

the combined effect of intrinsic tumor heterogeneity and
ROl count statistics. Functional heterogeneity, as well as a
mixture of different cell populations and necrotic tissue, is
always present in the tumoral tissue. Because of the limited
spatial resolution of the PET scanners, the presence of a
heterogeneous distribution of FDG concentration within the
ROl must be considered, especially when quantitative
measurements are required. The influence of tissue heteroge
neity on FDG quantification has been previously investi
gated by others (37,38).

In this study, the negative correlations obtained from the 3
PET studies between the SUVs and their relative errors
indicate that regions with high FDG metabolic uptake
display a less heterogeneous distribution of tracer accumula
tion. Our results also indicate that when 2 PET studies are
performed on the same tumor, the differences observed in
the relative error of the SUVs values could be circumvented
if the PET studies are performed at least 70 mm after tracer
injection.

From the present data, an acquisition beginning at least 70
mm after tracer injection seems to provide less variation on
the SUV's relative error. However, to analyze the influence
on the relative error from the tissue's intrinsic heterogeneity
and the ROI count statistics, further investigation and
appropriate mathematical models are required.

ROIPlacingandSize
The last methodological consideration to be addressed in

this study was the size and placement of the ROIs. Kuwert et
al. (39) found that increasing the ROI width from 2 to 20mm
led to a significant decrease in caudate regional cerebral
metabolic rate of glucose (rCMRglc) by about 66%, and
suggested the maximum value as the best way to discrimi
nate between groups of subjects believed to differ with
respect to rCMRgcl. Keyes et al. (34) showed that when the
average SUVs were used, the distortion introduced could be
significant. Our results showed that, although the maximum
SUV values are about 19% greater than the averages values,
the differences between studies are lower if the average
values are used. Indeed, when the peak valuesâ€”SUV1mas1â€”
were used, a borderline significant difference between the 3
studies was found, whereas a clearly nonsignificant differ
ence was observed using the averaged ones, SUV[avg].This
could be attributed to a reduction in the influence of
statistical image noise when more than 1 pixel is included in

the ROl. These results are in concordance with those
reported by Avril et al. (40), who found that the use of
maximum activity values resulted in a significantly lower
diagnostic accuracy than the use of average activity values.

Normalization
Other possible sources of variability are derived from

inherently different characteristics of each patient, such as
TBW, LBM, BSA, and PGL. Zasadny et al. (24) have
described a positive correlation between SUV and body
weight for liver, blood, and spleen, and no correlation for
marrow and normal breast. Kim et al. (25) showed similar
results: the dependency of SUVLBM and SUVBSA on TBW,
and moderate dependency of SUVLBMon height, LBM, and
BSA. They proposed SUVBSA as the best normalization,
because no dependency was shown on TBW or body size.
We have found no correlation between different SUV
normalization values and LBM, BSA, TBW, and height,
either when all patients are considered in a single set, or
when only a reduced set of over- or underweight patients is
considered. These discrepancies could be explained by the
fact that in the referred works (24,25), the ROIs were placed
in normal tissue, studying the influence of the individual
characteristics on the normal tissue, whereas our analysis
was performed by placing the 2 ROIs on the plane and over
the pixels of highest intensity for each foci. Hence, we
studied the influence of LBM, BSA, TBW, and height on
lung tumor foci, as in the clinical situation, in which
characterization of abnormal foci is desirable. Our results
show that no differences or advantages can be found using
any of the proposed normalizations of SUV. Similar results
were found by Avril et al. (40), showing that no differences
between SUV and its different normalizations were obtained
todifferentiatebenignfrommalignantbreasttissue.

It is widely known that PGL at the time of the study also
has a major effect on the SUV. Langen et al. (27) investi
gated 15 patients with lung cancer and reported a marked
decrease in FDG after infusing sufficient glucose to approxi
mately double the fasting conditions. Lindholm et al. (28)
also found similar results in a group of patients with head
and neck cancer and in rats with breast cancer. The first
correlation among SUV and its different normalization with
PGL for all patients showed no significant correlation; this
can be explained because the majority of the patients had
â€œnormalâ€•POL. On the other hand, when a selection of
patients was analyzed, a strong dependency was found,
dependency that was eliminated when the SUV values were
corrected by the PGLs. The use of glucose normalization in
those cases can also compensate for the slight increase
(<4% of the coefficients of variation of the SUVPGL) over
the other normalizations, with less variability.

In summary, our results suggest that the 4 following
practical strategies should be applied to optimize the use of
standard uptake value:

1. Start the acquisition of the emission data at the same
time postinjection (70 mm).
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2. Use a small ROl, rather than 1-pixel ROI, to improve
counting statistics, while minimizing noise.

3. Place such an ROI over the highest-activity pixels to
obtain a lower relative error for the tracer uptake.

4. Correct the SUV values by the PGLs to take account of
the decrease of FDG uptake that may be observed in
patients with hyperglycemia.

CONCLUSION

To evaluate the potential of 3-dimensional PET imaging
in clinical practice, the current study was designed to
investigate the accuracy of 3-dimensional semiquantitative
PET in patients with nodular lung lesions. Although further
investigations to evaluate the influence of increased scatter
and random and dead time on the image quality are needed,
the present results suggest that 2-dimensional and 3-dimen
sional acquisitions are equally suitable for clinical nonki
netic studies.

We have shown that the effect of inaccuracies on the
calculation of SUV can be minimized by increasing the time
elapsed between the administration of FDG and the time of
scanning up to at least 70 mm. Furthermore, combination of
a short, 5-mn 3-dimensional acquisition at least 70 mm after
tracer injection with the positioning of a small ROI on the
plane and over the pixels of highest activity can be used to
minimize 3 important sources of error in semiquantitative
PET: (1) the variability in the calculation of SUV that results
from the heterogeneous distribution of FDG within the
tumoral tissue, (2) the statistical noise, and (3) the variation
of SUVs over time. On the other hand, no advantages were
observed when SUVs were corrected either by LBM or
BSA. Conversely, we have found that SUV is influenced by
POL in pulmonary lesions for patients who are significantly
under- or overweight, thus suggesting the possibility of
considering the normalization of SUV by PGL as the best
semiquantitative value for 3-dimensional PET of the torso.

It is clear that when the time that elapses between the
tracer administration and the beginning of the emission
studies is prolonged, the counting rate will be diminished. In
this situation the use of 3-dimensional acquisition mode
could compensate for this effect at longer postinjection
periods. Furthermore, we have shown that the SUVs ob
mined from the 3-dimensional studies performed after the
referred 70 mm do not vary appreciably with time.

We can finally conclude that the use of 3-dimensional
PET semiquantitative studies is not only feasible in thoracic
tumors but also worthwhile, because the reduction in PET
scanner occupancy time permits us to improve the overall
patient care and makes for better scheduling of studies. Our
work encourages further investigation of 3-dimensional
imaging in other clinical applications.
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